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A topological space is linearly orderablei2) if it is homeomorphic to alinearly

ordered space topologized with the interval topology. For example, certain subsets

of the real line R are linearly orderable, whereas other subsets of R are not.

Examples of linearly orderable subsets of R are :

(a) [0,1)U{2}

which is homeomorphic to the linearly ordered space (0,1] u {2} topologized

with the interval topology,

(b) (-Duüji)

which is homeomorphic to the integers. Examples of nonlinearly orderable

subsets of R are :

(a) (0,1) U {2},

(b) c-^üUfcW}üU(57Ti¿n)-
In a previous note we showed that every subset of the real line which contains no

interval is linearly orderable (I. L. Lynn [2]).The purpose of this paper is to tackle

the general problem for subsets of R. We do not achieve a complete characteri-

zation of the linearly orderable subsets of R. However, we do obtain the following

three facts(3):

(1) If no open subset of X is compact and X has only countably many com-

ponents, then X is linearly orderable.

(2) // X is a union of intervals containing no isolated closedi*) interval,

then X is linearly orderable.

(3) IfX is a union of open or half-open intervals, then X is linearly orderable.

Presented to the Society, April 20, 1963 ; received by the editors May 21, 1963.

(t) This research was supported, in part, by the Office of Naval Research and is part of the

author's doctoral dissertation.

(2) Our concept of linearly orderable topological space agrees with that of ordered topolog-

ical space introduced by Eilenberg [1], if and only if the space is connected.

(3) Henceforth, X denotes a subspace of R.

(*) Henceforth, closure is in R.
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These results are consequences of the following main theorem of this paper.

Let r¡iX) denote the set of end points of the open ends of those components of

R ~ X which are half-open intervals.

Main Theorem, i1/ no open subset of X is compact and niX)~ C\ X is count-

able, then X is linearly orderable.

Crucial for the completion of the proof of this main theorem is the following

embedding lemma.

Embedding Lemma. There is an order-preserving homeomorphism z of X

into [0,1] such that the closure (in R) of each component of the complement of

the Cantor set is either the closure iin R) of a component ofz\_X~\ or else disjoint

rom x\X\ iequivalently, such that each component o/t[X] either consists of an

inaccessible point of the Cantor set or else its interior iin R) is a component of

the complement of the Cantor set).

Conjecture. If X contains no compact, open set, then X is linearly orderable.

Remark. The "compact, open" condition of the main theorem cannot be

deleted because (0,1) U {2} is not linearly orderable and contains the compact,

open set {2}.

1. Preliminaries. Recall, if Y is a set linearly ordered by a relation <, then

a subbase for the interval topology J on Y, induced by < , consists of all sets of

the form {v in Y: y < a} or {y in Y: a < y} for a in Y.

Definition. A linearly ordered topological space (Y, ̂ ", <) is a set Y on which

a topology 3~ and a linear ordering < have already been defined such that the

/nterval topology generated by  < coincides with ¡T.

Definition. A linearly orderable topological space (Y, &~) is a topological

space for which a linear ordering < can be defined such that the interval topology

generated by < coincides with ¡7~.

Lemma 1.1. Let iS,<%, <) be a linearly ordered space. If (Y, 9~) is a

subspace and J is the interval topology on Y, induced by < , then J c y.

Note that the identity map on (Y, £T) onto (Y, J, <) is continuous. Hence

Lemma 1.1 holds. Whence, if T c J, then iY,&~, < ) is a linearly ordered space.

Before showing that the conclusion of the lemma cannot be strengthened, we

ntroduce the following conventions. Henceforth we let R denote the real line

with its usual topology and usual linear ordering < . The relative topology of a

subspace is, whenever mentioned, denoted &~. The interval topology on a subset of

R is henceforth assumed induced by < and is, whenever mentioned, denoted J.

Example 1.2.   Consider the subspace
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Clearly — 1 is not a ^-limit point of X. But — 1 is an ./-limit point on X. There-

fore J is properly contained in &~. Whence iX, &~, < ) is not a linearly ordered

space. But (X, iT), being homeomorphic to the linearly ordered subspace of

integers, is linearly orderable.

Example 1.3. The subspace X = (0,1) U {2} is not even linearly orderable.

For a one-one, continuous map of the connected space (0,1) into a linearly ordered

space Y is order-preserving or order-reversing. So a homeomorph of X in F

consists of a connected open interval G and an isolated point y. But, since G has

neither a first point nor a last point, y is a limit point of G in the interval topo-

logy, induced by the linear ordering in Y, on {y} U G.

The following definition is crucial.

Definition. We say, X is not linearly ordered at a point e of X from below

iabove), if e is the right-hand (left-hand) end point of a component of R ~ X

which is a half-open interval. In the contrary case, we say X is linearly ordered

at the point e of Xfrom below iabove).

If X is not linearly ordered at a point e of X from below or above, we say X is

not linearly ordered at e.   In the contrary case, we say X is linearly ordered at e.

Observe that in Example 1.2, X is not linearly ordered at -1, because -1 is the

end point of the component (-1,0] of R ~ X which is a half-open interval.

Similarly in Example 1.3, X is not linearly ordered at 2.

We next prove a lemma which characterizes linearly ordered subspaces of R

and reduces our problem from a global to a local level.

Lemma 1.4. X is a linearly ordered space if and only if X is linearly

ordered at each of its points.

Proof. Suppose X is not a linearly ordered space. Then it follows from Lemma

1.1 that we may assume there is an e in X which is an ^-limit point of the set

S of points of X above e, say, but not a ^"-limit point. It follows that e is the

left-hand end point of a component C of R ~ X which is a half-open interval. For

if C were an open interval, then the right-hand end point of C would be in X,

whence e would not be an ./-limit point of X. Therefore X is not linearly ordered

ate.

Conversely, supposed is not linearly ordered at the pointe of X. Then e is an

end point of a component C of R ~ X which is a half-open interval. Conequently

e is an ./-limit point of the set S of points in X on the other side of C, for other-

wise C would be an open interval. But e is not a ^"-limit point of S. Thus by

definition X is not a linearly ordered space.

Corollary 1.5.   Any open or closed subspace of Ris a linearly ordered space.

Corollary 1.6.   Any dense subspace of R is a linearly ordered space.

A dense-in-itself subspace of R need not even be linearly orderable.
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Example 1.7. The space (0, 1) U [2, 3] is not linearly orderable for reasons

similar to those of Example 1.3.

Definition.   Let r¡iX) be the set of points of X at which X is not linearly ordered.

Note that we seek topologically invariant conditions, whereas niX) depends

upon the embedding of X in R.

Example 1.8. Let Xx be the set of right-hand end points of the components

in [0,1] of the complement of the Cantor set. If x is in Xlt then x is the right-

hand end point of a component in R ~ Xx which is a half-open interval. Whence Xx

is not linearly ordered at x. Consequently r¡iXx) = Xx, so Xx is not linearly ordered

at any of its points and thus at infinitely many points. Therefore by Lemma 1.4,

Xt is not a linearly ordered space. But no open subset of Xx is compact and

r¡iX1)~ n Xx is countable, so by our main theorem Xx is linearly orderable.

Definition 1.9. A point of the Cantor set is an accessible inaccessible) point

if it is (is not) an end point of a component of the complement of the Cantor set.

Example 1.10. Let X2 be the union of Xx of Example 1.8 and the set of

inaccessible points of the Cantor set. Then exactly as in the space Xx, X2 is not

linearly ordered at each accessible point of X2. Each inaccessible point is a limit

point of the set niX2) of points at which X2 is not linearly ordered. Thus

niX2)~ O X2 is uncountable. But X2 is linearly orderable because X2 contains

no interval (I. L. Lynn [2]).

2. The case niX) is finite. Our purpose is to establish a topological characteri-

zation of any linearly orderable subspace X of R for which ^-20 is finite. We will

obtain as a corollary : If no open subset of X is compact and niX) is finite, then X is

linearly orderable. This will conclude the proof of the first half of our main theorem.

Definition 2.1. We will say that X is an interval space of two-sided limit

points if X contains no zero-dimensional component, and any end point in a

component C of X is in iX ~ C)~.

Note that this definition involves topological concepts and not those of order,

since X c: R. But it follows from the definition that each component of X is an

interval, and each point of X is a two-sided limit point of X.

Any disjoint collection of open or half-open intervals in R, such that no half-open

interval is isolated, is an interval space of two-sided limit points.

Theorem 2.2. If X is linearly orderable, then X is not the union of nonempty

separated sets Y and Z such that Y is compact and Z is an interval space of

two-sided limit points. The converse holds if r\iX) is finite.

We will first show that our condition is necessary. We will then show that it is

not sufficient.

Proof of necessity in the theorem. Suppose X has the above-described separation

Y U Z. Let g be a homeomorphism of X into a linearly ordered space S. Select

a point g(z) in g[Z]. Without loss of generality we may assume that some point
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of g[F] precedes g(z). Therefore, since g[Y~\ is compact, there is a greatest

point giy) of g[F] which precedes g(z).

Now {giy)} is separated from g[Z]. But g[Z] contains no least point which

is greater than giy), because Z is an interval space of two-sided limit points. It

follows that giy) is a limit point of g[Z] in the interval topology, induced by the

linear ordering in S, on g[X~\. Therefore g[X~\ is not a linearly ordered space. This

concludes the proof.

The following example shows that, without some additional restriction, the

converse is false.

Example 2.3. Set I = [-1,0], P = {l/(3n + 3): n = 0,l,--}, and for

n = 0,1, -, set G„ = (l/(3n + 2), l/(3n + 1)).

SetX = /UPu(J„œ=oGB-

Suppose X has the above-described separation F U Z.

Observe first that since F and Z are separated and F is compact, we must

haveUn"L0 G„czZ. Observe next that since Z contains no zero-dimensional

component, we must have P cY.lt follows that 0 is a limit point of both F and

Z. Therefore F and Z are not separated.

Consequently X cannot have the above-described separation.

We will now show X is not linearly orderable.

Let g be a homeomorphism of X into a linearly ordered space S. For n = 0,1, • • ■,

choose a point g(z„) of g[G„]. The sequences {g(l/(3n + 3))}, of isolated points

of g[X~\, and {g(z„)} converge to g(0). But the component g[I~\ is an interval,

containing g(0) as an end point. So g(0) is the maximum or minimum of g[/].

Without loss of generality we assume that g(0) is the maximum of g[/]. It

follows that for all but at most finitely many natural numbers n, g(z„) and

g(l/(3n + 3)) lie above g(0). Fix an integer s such that g(l/(3s + 3)) lies above

g(0). Let g(zm) be the greatest point in {g(z„)} below g(l/(3s + 3)).Letg(l/(3r+3))

be the least point in {g(l/(3n + 3))} above g(zj.

Now {g(l/(3r + 3))} is separated from g[Gmj. But g(l/(3r + 3)) is a limit

point of the open interval g[Gm] in the interval topology, induced by the linear

ordering in S, on g[3f]. Therefore g[X~\ is not a linearly ordered space.

So the converse is false.

We now attack the proof of sufficiency in the theorem.

Lemma 2.4. If a homeomorphism f of X into R is order-preserving or order-

reversing, then x is in n{X) if and only if f(X) is in n(j[XT).

Proof.   Obvious.

Lemma 2.5. Let a homeomorphism g of X be the identity on X ~ [p,q] and

order-preserving ireversing) on XC\[p,q\ into [p',i'] c: [p,q] U(R ~ X).

Then x is in niX) if'and only if g(x) is in nig[Xj), except possibly for these

six points:
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(1) x = sup {x in X :xS p} ,

(2) ß = inf {x in X : p ^ x] ,

(3) y = sup {x in X : x i£ q},

(4) 5 = inf {x in X : q ^ x} ,

(5) x' = sup{g(x) in g[X] :gix) ^ p'},

i6)ô' = inf {gix) in g[X]:q'£g{x)}.

Proof. By the preceding lemma x is in niX n [p,(?]) if and only if gix) is in

nig\XC\ [p,<j]]). Clearly x is in niX ~[p,q~\) if and only if gix) is in

r,(2[X~[p, <?]]).

It follows that for points of X distinct from the above six points, x is in niX)

if and only if gix) is in nig[X~\).

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma' 2.6. // niX) is finite, there is a homeomorphism g of X into R such

that nig[Xj) contains at most one point.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, we may assume that X <= [0,1]. Suppose that r\iX)

contains exactly n ^ 2 points, and a < ft are two of these points. It suffices to

show that nig\_X~\) contains at most n — l points for some homeomorphism g.

Observe first if X is not linearly ordered at the point xofl from both below

and above, then x is an isolated point of X. Therefore there is a homeomorphism

/ of X which is the identity on X ~ {x} and has/(x) as the minimum off[X~\.

It follows that without loss of generality we need only prove our lemma valid for

those cases in which X is not linearly ordered at x from only one side. We

therefore have only four cases to consider.

Case 1. X is not linearly ordered at a and b from below, but X is linearly

ordered at a and b from above.

Because X is not linearly ordered at b from below, b is the right-hand end point

of a component C in R ~ X which is a half-open interval. Let q denote the left-hand

end point of C. Then q is in C and is a limit point of X from below q only.

Define a homeomorphism g of X to be the identity on X ~ [a,g] and order-

reversing on Xn \a,q~] into [«,(?]. Then g(a) is the immediate predecessor in

g[X~\ of gib) = b. It is now easily verified by Lemma 2.5 that nig[Xj) contains

exactly n—2 points.

Case 2. X is not linearly ordered at a and b from above, but X is linearly

ordered at a and b from below.

It follows from Lemma 2.4 that an order-reversing homeomorphism of X

transposes Case 2 into Case 1.

Case 3. X is not linearly ordered at a from above and at b from below, but

X is linearly ordered at a from below and at b from above.

Because X is not linearly ordered at a from above, a is the left-hand end point

of a component C in R ~ X which is a half-open interval. Let p denote the right-
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hand end point of C. Then p is in C and is a limit point of X from above p only.

Similarly b is the right-hand end point of a component C in R ~ X which is a

half-open interval. Let q denote the left-hand end point of C. Then q is in C and

is a limit point of X from below g only, and also p<q.

Define a homeomorphism g of X to be the identity on X ~ [p, oj and order-

preserving on XC\ [p,q~\ into [—2, -1]. It is easily verified by Lemma 2.5 that

if the point ö ' = inf X is in X, then f/(g[X]) contains exactly « — 1 points. If on

the other hand S ' is not in X, then it is similarly easily seen that >/(g[X]) contains

exactly n — 2 points.

Case 4. X is not linearly ordered at a from below and at b from above, but

X is linearly ordered at a from above and at b from below.

Define a homeomorphism g of X to be the identity on X ~ [a, ft] and order-

preserving on X n [a, ft] into [—2, — 1]. The proof is now similar to Case 3.

The proof of the lemma is concluded.

Lemma 2.7. Let a be in X, where X <= [0,1]. Set Z = {x in X :x < a} and

Y = X ~ Z. Let Y and Z be nonempty and separated, each point of Z be a two-

sided limit point of X, and C = {p} fte a (zero-dimensional) component ofZ.

Then there is a homeomorphism g of X into R such that g(p) ¿5 the minimum

of g[Z~], each point o/g[Z] ~ {g(p)} is a two-sided limit point of g[_X~], and each

point of g[F] is below g(p).

Proof. X is zero-dimensional at p. Therefore p has a neighborhood base of

open and closed sets. These sets have empty boundary. Consequently we can

choose a strictly increasing sequence {sm}, m = 1,2,3, •••, of points of R~ X

converging to p such that sx < inf X. We can also choose a strictly decreasing

sequence {tm} in R ~ X converging to p such that t2< a g supX < tx.

For m = 1,2,3,"-, define open intervals Sm, Tm, Um, and Vm as follows:

Sm = ism,sm+1), Tm = (im+ x,tm), Um = (l/(2m +1), l/2m), and Vm = (l/2m, l/(2m -1)).

Now for each natural number m we define/2m to be an order-preserving homeo-

morphism on Sm onto Um, and we define f2m-x to be an order-preserving homeo-

morphism on Tm onto Vm.

Set A = {p} u(J»=1(Smy Tm), and B = {0} u(J:=1([/„U Vm).

The following function/is now defined on A onto B. For x in ^4, let

ifimix),     ifxisinSm,

fix) =   j /2m-100, if * is in Tm,

L 0, if x = p.

We will show that/is a homeomorphism of A onto B. Now if m is a natural

number, then the restriction of/to Sm or Tm is a homeomorphism onto Um or Fm

respectively. Moreover / is a one-one function on A onto B. Therefore we need

only show that/is continuous at the point p of A and that/-1 is continuous at

the point 0 of B.
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We will show first that / is continuous at p. Let {xr} be a strictly increasing

sequence in A converging to p. The strictly increasing sequence {sm} also converges

to p. So there is an integer N(m) such that sm < xr < p if r > N(m), whence xr is in

U»°°=ms'n-So/(xr)isinUnœ=mt7„. Therefore/(xr) is within l/2m of 0. So the

sequence {/(xr)} converges to /(p). Thus / is continuous at p from below. An

analogous demonstration shows / is continuous at p from above. Whence / is

continuous at p. It follows that/is continuous on A.

We will show next that /" * is continuous at 0. Let {/(xr)} be a strictly decreasing

sequence in B converging to 0. The strictly increasing sequence {sm} and the

strictly decreasing sequence {fm} both converge to p. So there is an integer N(m)

suchthat sN(m) and i^ are within 1/m of p. Thus each point of [J™=JV(m)(Tn US„)

is within 1/ m of p. There is an integer MiN(m)) such that/(xr) is within l/(2JV(m) -1)

of 0 if r> M(iV(m)),whence/(xr)isinlJr=N(m)(l/„^ VJ.Soxri&m\JaZN(mi(SmU T„).
Thus xr is within 1/m of p. Therefore the sequence {xf} converges top. So/ 1 is

continuous at/(p) = 0 from above. But 0 is the minimum of B. Thus f~1 is con-

tinuous at 0. It follows that/-1 is continuous on B.

Consequently/is a homeomorphism on A onto B.

Obviously our given space X is contained in A.

Let/ denote the restriction of/to X. Then/ is a homeomorphism of X into

[0,1], and/(p) = 0 is the minimum of/[X].

We will show next that each point of /[Z] ~ {/(p)} is a two-sided limit point

of/m.
Let z be a point of Z ~ {p}. Then there is an integer n such that z is in S„ U Tn.

Suppose z is in the open interval S„. Now each point of Z is a two-sided limit point

of X. So z is two-sided limit point of X O S„. But/ is an order-preserving homeo-

morphism on XC\Sn into Un. Therefore /(z) is a two-sided limit point of

/[*] n [/„.
A similar argument prevails if z is in T„.

Therefore each point of/[Z] ~ {/(p)} is a two-sided limit point of f\X\.

Now by definition of Y and Z we have a is the minimum of Y, and a is above

each point of Z, and Y and Z are separated. Moreover we chose the points t2 and

tx such that f2 < a ^ sup Y < Í!. But/ is an order-preserving homeomorphism

onXnÎ! into Vx = Q, 1). Therefore/(a) is the minimum of/[Y], and/(a) is

above each point of/[Z], and/[Y] and/[Z] are separated.

Define a homeomorphism h of/[X] to be the identity on/[X] ~/[Y] and

order-preserving on/[Y] into the interval [ — 2, — 1].

Set g = hof. Then g is the required homeomorphism of X.

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of sufficiency in the theorem. By Lemma 2.4, we may assume that

X c [0,1]. Now niX) is finite. Whence by Lemma 2.6 there is a homeomorphism

g of X into R such that nig[X~\) consists of at most one point. But the rest of our
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hypothesis is topological. Consequently we also assume that rç(X) contains at

most one point.

If r¡iX) =0, by Lemma 1.4 X is linearly ordered.

Consequently we assume >?(X) = {a}.

Let us suppose that: X is not linearly ordered at a from below, but X is linearly

ordered at a from above.

Set Z = {x in X : x < a] and Y = X ~ Z. (Z is not compact.)

Now a is the right-hand end point of a component in R ~ X which is a half-

open interval. Therefore X is the union of the nonempty separated sets F and Z. It

follows from our hypothesis that F is not compact or Z is not an interval space

of two-sided limit points.

Suppose first that F is not compact. Then, since F is bounded, there is a point

q in Y~ ~ Y.

Set y = sup F. Then ¡Kç^y^l.

Define a homeomorphism g of X to be the identity on X ~ [a, a] and order-

preserving (respectively reversing) on XO [a,q] into [2,3] if y is (respectively

is not) in X.

It follows that if y is in X, then giy) = jus the immediate predecessor in g[X]

of g(a). Whence it is easily verified from Lemma 2.5 that rç(g[X]) = 0. If on the

other hand y is not in X, then it is again easily seen that rç(g[X]) = 0. Thus in

either case it follows from Lemma 1.4 that g[X] is a linearly ordered space.

Therefore if Y is not compact, then X is linearly orderable.

Suppose next that F is compact and Z contains an isolated or one-sided limit

point p'.

Since p' is in Z, p' < a. Whence X is linearly ordered at p'.

It follows from the above that p' is the minimum of X or has an immediate

predecessor or successor in X.

Without loss of generality we assume that p' is the minimum of X or has an

immediate predecessor q' in X.

Define a homeomorphism g of X to be the identity on Z and order-preserving

on F into [-2,-1] (respectively [(2o/+ p')/3, (2p'+ g')/3]) if p' is the

minimum (respectively has an immediate predecessor q') in X. It is an immediate

consequence of Lemma 2.5 that nig[X~\) = 0 in either case, because Fis compact.

Whence by Lemma 1.4 g[X] is a linearly ordered space.

Therefore if F is compact and Z contains an isolated or one-sided limit point,

then X is linearly orderable.

Suppose finally that F is compact and each point of Z is a two-sided limit point.

It follows that Z contains a zero-dimensional component C = {p). Therefore

there is a homeomorphism g of X satisfying Lemma 2.7. It is now easily verified

that t]ig[Xj) =0 because F is compact. Whence by Lemma 1.4 g[X] is a linearly

ordered space.
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Therefore if Y is compact and each point of Z is a two-sided limit point, then

X is linearly orderable.

In summary we have shown, if niX) = {a} and X is not linearly ordered at a

from below, but X is linearly ordered at a from above, then the condition in the

theorem is sufficient.

The remaining possibilities, satisfying X is not linearly ordered at a, can be

transposed into the preceding situation (or a linearly ordered space) by the

obvious homeomorphisms. Therefore X is linearly orderable, since the condition

in the theorem is topological.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 2.8. If no open subset of X is compact and niX) is finite, then

X is linearly orderable.

Proof. If X is not linearly orderable and niX) is finite, then by the theorem,

X contains a (nonempty, proper) compact, open set Y.

Example 2.9. The Cantor set is the complement in [0,1] of open intervals

G„,n = 1,2,3,-.

SetZ = U„«LiG;.
Then Z contains no zero-dimensional component, since a component of Z is G„.

Since the Cantor set is nowhere dense, Z is dense on [0,1]. In addition neither

0 nor 1 is in Z. It follows that any end point in a component C of Z is in

(Z~C)~.
Set Y = [2,3] and X = Y UZ. By Theorem 2.2, X is not linearly orderable.

The preceding example shows that spaces of closed intervals are generally not

linearly orderable.

3. The main theorem. We first prove the following lemma which ensures,

later on, that a sequence of homeomorphisms which will be constructed are

uniformly convergent.

Embedding Lemma 3.1. There is an order-preserving homeomorphism z of X

into [0,1] such that the closure in R of each component of the complement of

the Cantor set is either the closure in R of a component of z\X~\ or else disjoint

from z\X].

Proof. We may assume X c (0,1). If C is a component of X, let [a, b~\ be the

(possibly degenerate) smallest closed interval containing C. The following function

/ is now defined on X into (0,1). For each component C of X, if x e C, let

' x, if a, beC,

(a + x)/2,        ifaeC, b$C,

JW =:   1 ix + b)/2,        ifaiCbeC,
.ia + x + b)/3, if a,b$C.
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We will show that/ is continuous on X. Since/| C is a homeomorphism for

each C c X, we need only show that / is continuous at each end point of C

contained in C. Suppose first that the left-hand end point a of C is contained in C.

Suppose further that we have a strictly increasing sequence {x„} of points of X

converging to a. Now either an end point or midpoint of each component is a

fixed point off. Consequently there is a strictly increasing sequence {y„} of fixed

points of/ converging to a. It follows that, since/is strictly increasing and since

fid) = a, the strictly increasing sequence {/(x„)} converges to/(a). So/is continu-

ous at a from below a. Now suppose that {xn} is a strictly decreasing sequence

converging to a. If a = ft, that is, the component containing a consists of a point,

then a similar argument prevails. If a < ft, then the result is clear. Thus/ is also

continuous at a from above a. Whence/is continuous at a. By means of a similar

argument, when then right-hand end point ft of C is contained in C, / is continuous

at ft. So / is continuous.

An argument similar to the above shows that/-1 is also continuous. Therefore

/is an order-preserving homeomorphism.

Let Z denote the set of end points of the components of/[X].

We will now show that R ~ Z is dense in R.

Suppose that Z contains an open interval J. If J <=/[X], then J OZ =0.

Consequently J contains a point y of R ~/[X]. Whence y is in Z and in R ~/[X].

So y is an end point of an interval in/[X]. But y is an interior point of J. Thus

J contains an interval in/[X]. Whence Z contains an interval in/[X]. This is

a contradiction. It follows that R ~ Z is dense in R.

Since R ~ Z is dense in R, we can choose a countable set D contained in R ~ Z

that is dense in R. It follows that, ordered with respect to the usual ordering in

R, D is an f/-set(5).

Now it follows directly from the standard construction of the Cantor set that

the components in [0,1] of the complement of the Cantor set form an n-set, when

ordered with respect to their position.

From this it follows that the set S consisting of the right-hand end points of

these components is also an t]-set, where the order is induced by that in R.

Since D and S are each //-sets, there is a similarity mapping g of D onto S. Let

/ denote the set of inaccessible points of the Cantor set. We will now define an

extension g of g such that g is on R onto I U S, g is strictly increasing, and g~1

is continuous.

For r in R ~ D, set

a = sup {g(d) : d is in D and d <r)
and

ß = inf {g(d) : d is in D and r < d}.

(5) An ??-set Q is a countable linearly ordered set, with neither a first nor a last element,

such that between any two elements of Q lie infinitely many elements of Q. An j)-set is order-

isomorphic with the rationals.
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Because D is dense on R and g is strictly increasing, d < r < d' implies

gid) < x ^ ß ^ gid'). If x < ß, then it follows that the open interval (a,/?) is a

component of the complement of the Cantor set. Thus there is a d in D such that

ß = g(<0> which is impossible. So x — ß. Clearly ß is not a left-hand end point of

a component of the complement of the Cantor set. Therefore ß is in I. We now set

g(r) = ß for each r in R ~ D, and g(J) = g(d) for each d in D. Then g is a strictly

increasing function on R to 7" US, because gis strictly increasing on a dense subset of

R. Whence g is onto IKJS because R is connected and each point of / is a two-sided

limit point of S. Finally g~ 'is continuous because it is monotone and R is connected.

Now since g maps D onto S, g maps R~ D onto I. Moreover Z <= R ~ D,

because D cz R ~ Z. Therefore g maps Z into I.

We will now show that g | Z is a homeomorphism of Z into L

Let {z„} be a strictly increasing sequence of points of Z converging to the

point z of Z. If the strictly increasing sequence {g(z„)} does not converge to g(z),

then, because g(z) is an inaccessible point of the Cantor set, there is a d in D such

that g(z„) < gid) < giz) for all n. Whence z„ < d < zfor all n. This is a contradict-

ion. So g|Z is continuous at z from below z. A similar argument shows that

g\ Z is continuous at z from above z. Whence g | Z is continuous at z. Therefore

g|Z is continuous. Since we have already shown above that g~l is continuous,

it follows that g | Z is a homeomorphism of Z into L

We now make correspond to each component C c=/[Y] an (possibly degenerate)

interval C c [0,1] such that: (1) z is an end point of C if and only if g(z) is an

end point of C, (2) z is in C if and only if g(z) is in C.

Because of the above correspondence, the fact that Z is the set of end points

of the components off\X~\, and finally that g\Z is an order-preserving hcmec-

morphism of Z into /, it clearly follows that there is an order-preserving homeo-

morphism off\X~\ onto E = [Jcc/[X]C.

We will now show that the one-dimensional components of E together with

the components in [0,1] of the complement of the Cantor set disjoint from E

form an n-set, when ordered with respect to their position in [0,1].

Let {K„}n = Xj2... be an enumeration of the above-described components.

Now suppose that Ks precedes Kr and s¥=r. We will show that between Ks and

Kr there is a Km and m^ s,r. Observe that, because g | Z is a homeomorphism

of Z into /, end points of components of E are inaccessible points of the Cantor

set. Thus the intersection of E with any interval either is a nowhere dense subset

of the inaccessible points of the Cantor set or else contains an interval. Thus if

Ks or Kr is disjoint from E, there is such a Km. Suppose on the other hand that

Ks and Kr are contained in E. Then the distance from K„ to Kr is positive because

of the nature of the mapping/and the fact that g is strictly increasing. Whence

again there is such a Km. From this it follows that the {Kn} form a dense linear

order. Consequently it only remains for us to show that the {Kn} has neither a

first nor a last element.
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Now Z is the set of all the end points of the components of/[X], whence g[Z]

is the set of all the end points of the components of E. Moreover Z cz (0,1) er R,

and g[R] = I u S <= (0,1). Thus since g is order-preserving, we have 0 < g(0)

< g(z) < g(l) < 1 for any point z in Z. So g(0) and g(l) are respectively the

lower and upper bounds of the set of end points of the components of E, and hence

of E. Therefore there are neighborhoods of 0 and 1 disjoint from E. It follows

that the {Kn} has neither a first nor a last element.

Consequently the {K„} is an rj-set.

The {K°} is dense on [0,1]. For since the Cantor set is nowhere dense, its

complement is dense on [0,1]. But if L is a component of the complement of

the Cantor set, then L is either disjoint from E or contained in E. Whence Lis

contained in K° for some n. Thus the {.K°}containing a dense subset of [0,1]

is itself dense in [0,1].

We now pause briefly in our proof in order to make a remark. The following

technique, which will conclude the proof of the embedding lemma, will be referred

to again. Consequently we will prefix what follows by the number 3.2.

3.2. Let {L„}n = 1)2,... be an enumeration of the components of the complement

in [0,1] of the Cantor set. Then the {L„} ordered by their position in [0,1] is an

jj-set. We have shown above that the {K„} is also an rç-set. Hence there is a sim-

ilarity mapping h of the {L„} onto the {K„}. By change of notation we may

assume h(L„) = K„ for each n. Now for each natural number n we let h„ be an

order-preserving homeomorphism of L„ onto K° .

We now define the following function p on (J„L„ onto (J„X°: for z in L„,

p(z) = hn(z). Now the extension p of p, defined by letting p(x) = lim2_xp(z) for

each x in [0,1], is a continuous map of [0,1] onto [0,1]. For since p is monotone

its one-sided limits exist for each x in ({J„Ln)~ = [0,1]. If at any point these

one-sided limits were distinct, then there would be a jump in the range of p. But

we have shown above that the U„.K° is dense in [0,1].

Observe that p is strictly increasing, for p is strictly increasing on a dense subset

of [0,1].

Thus p is a one-one continuous map on the compact set [0,1], and hence is

a homeomorphism.

We will now show that the embedding of X according to our lemma is accom-

plished.

First of all since /, g and p are order-preserving homeomorphisms, it is easily

seen that there is an order-preserving homeomorphism of X onto p[Ej. Conse-

quently we need only show that the components of p[£] are embedded according

to our lemma.

Now {L„} is our enumeration of the components in [0,1] of the complement

of the Cantor set, and L„ = p[K°] for each n. But for each n, K„ is either a com-

ponent of the complement of the Cantor set disjoint from E or else a one-dimen-
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sional component of E. So if K„ is a one-dimensional component of E it clearly

follows that the closure in R of L„ is the closure in I? of a component of p[E~\.

Suppose on the other hand that Kn is a component of the complement of the

Cantor set disjoint from E. Since the end points of components of £ are inaccessible

points of the Cantor set whereas the end points of K„ are accessible points of the

Cantor set, the closure in R of K„ is disjoint from E. It follows that the closure

in R of L„ is disjoint from p[£].

We have shown that the closure in R of each component of the complement

of the Cantor set is either the closure in R of a component of p[£] or else disjoint

from p[£]. Setting p[£] = t[X], this concludes the proof of our embedding

lemma.

The next lemma gives us a useful equivalent formulation of the embedding

lemma. In addition it gives a clearer insight into the manner in which components

of t[X] are embedded with respect to the Cantor set and its complement.

Lemma 3.3. The following conditions on a subset X of [0,Y\ are equivalent:

A. The closure in R of each component of the complement of the Cantor set is

either the closure in R of a component of X or else disjoint from X.

B. Each component of X either consists of an inaccessible point of the Cantor

set or else its interior in R is a component of the complement of the Cantor set.

Proof. Assume A. Suppose that a component C of X does not consist of an

inaccessible point of the Cantor set. It follows that there is a component C of the

complement of the Cantor set whose closure in R meets C. But then it follows

from A that the closure in R of C is the closure in R of C. Therefore it follows

that the interior in R of C is C.

Assume B. Suppose that the closure in R of a component C of the complement

of the Cantor set meets a component C of X. It therefore follows from B that the

interior in R of C is C, because the Cantor set is dense in itself. Thus the closure

in R of C is the closure in R of C.

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

Proof of the main theorem. If rç(X) is finite, then by Corollary 2.8, X is linearly

orderable.

Suppose that rç(X) is infinite.

The proof consists of three parts.

In part I we construct a sequence of homeomorphisms {hu} of X into [0,1] such

that for each u :

(1) There are precisely 2u points in f/(X) whose images are not in t]ihu[Xj).

(2) For any point x of X distinct from these 2m points, x is in ?/(X) if and only if

httix) is in nihu[Xj).

In part II we show that the pointwise limit, lim„ftu = h, exists and is a homeo-

morphism of X into [0,1].
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In part III we show that the topology !9~ of the limit space h\X\ coincides with

the interval topology J, that is r/(/i[Z]) = 0.

Part 1-1 of the proof. Let z be an order-preserving homeomorphism of Xinto

[0,1]. Then x is in r\iX) if and only if t(x) is in r¡iz[Xj). Moreover, since X con-

tains no compact, open set and z is a homeomorphism, r[X] contains no compact,

open set. Therefore, because of the embedding lemma, we may assume that

X <= [0,1] and that the closure in R of each component of the complement of the

Cantor set is either the closure in R of a component of X or else disjoint from X.

Let {ek} be an enumeration of r¡iX)~ r\ X and let en(k) be the /cth point of f?(X)

in this enumeration. For k = 1,2,3,•••, let Jk denote that component of X

containing en(t) as an end point. Because X contains no compact, open set, the

correspondence between en(k) and Jk is one-one.

Set R ~ [IJjfcJfc]- = U*^*'tne fók} being a disjoint collection of possibly

empty (the {Gk} might be a finite collection of nonempty open intervals), open

intervals. Set Vk = Gk n X for k = 1,2,3, • ••.

We will proceed by induction as follows. For t = 1,2, •••, we will let fi(t) denote

ten assertions (i), •••,(x). Then, under the assumption that Q(/c) is valid for k ^ t,

we will prove ten lemmas. We will then show, under the assumption that i!(!)

is valid for t ^ u, that Í2(u + 1) is valid.

For each positive integer t, let fi(i) denote the following ten assertions (i), • • •, (x) :

(i) Distinct positive integers m(l), • • •, mit), j'(l), • • • Jit), have been determined

so that the integer m(f) is the smallest positive integer different from mil),--,

mit — l),jil),---,jit — 1). The integer j(r) will be specified in (iv).

(The purpose ofj'(i) is to associate e„(;-(i)) with en(m(t)). The "bad" points will be

transformed into "good" points in pairs, exactly as we did in the preceding

section.)

(ii) Let h0 be the identity map on X.

A homeomorphism h, of X into [0,1] has been determined so that ht[X] is

linearly ordered at hAen(m(XX)),---,h¿en(m(t))),h¿enU(X))),---,htienm^).¥orall other

h Ax) in A([X], ht\X] is linearly ordered at /i,(x) if and only if X is linearly ordered

at x.

(iii) Half-open intervals K, and Lt satisfying conditions to be specified in (v)

and (vii)respectively have been determined.

(We will map K„ containing ht-xienU(t))) as an end point, onto Lt. This will

transform the ' 'bad ' ' points ht _ Ae„U(t))) and h, _ i(eB(m(t))) of ht _ x [X] into ' 'good ' '

points in the next space.)

(iv) Specification of jit).

Let B, be the set of positive integers distinct from {mil), ••-, m(i), j(l), • --Jit — 1)}.

Let At= {k:keBt and /1,-itJ*] <= L;«»-/!,,! [Jm(()] c L,, fori = 1,•••,!—1}.
(iv-1) In case At = 0, let

d(ht-x\Jm(t)\\Jht.A:Jk-\\,
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where d is the usual distance function between two sets. Then j(0 is selected

from B, so that

dih,-x[Jm(t)], ft.,-1[•/,-(,)]) < r, + - .

(iv-2) In case At^0, let

rt = d(ht-x[Jmit)'], U &,_![./*]),

and F^iÄ^iic^iÄ^i^eLjO^.^^eL,, for ¿ = l,-,t-l, and for

k<n(m(i))}. Then j(0 ¡s selected from A, so that d(/it-i[/m(,)], ^t-iD^/it)])

< rt+ 1/i and ft,-1 [./,•(()] is on the same side of each two-sided ^"-limit point

of fj(A»_i[X]) that is in F, as /it-i[^m(t)] is.

(The latter restriction on the selection of j(0 in (iv-2) will guarantee that if x

is a two-sided ^"-limit point of f/(X), then /i(x) is a two-sided ^"-limit point of /i[X].

Whence fc[X] is linearly ordered at hix)).

(v) Specification of Kt.

Observe that ht_x[Jk~\ is that component of ht_x[X~\ containing ht-xien(k)) as

an end point. Denote the other end point of Ät_i[J*] by ct_1)Jt.

Then K, is a half-open interval containing A,-i[Jj(t)] and having ht-xien{K1)^

as one end point and having as its other end a point p, with the following nine

properties.

(v-1) If ft-(-i[.f/(o] is a half-open interval, then p, = c,_1>J(().

(v-2)p,6/it-1[r|-~/it_1[x].
(v-3) If ft,-i[X] is not linearly ordered at /it-i(e„0(i))) from below (respectively

above), then pt> c,_lj(r) (respectively pt<ct-ij(t))- (Because X contains no

compact, open set,it is impossible to have both situations occur simultaneously.)

(v-4) If ct-i,j(f) is contained in an open interval disjoint from

í/(/i,_1[X])~{ftí_1(e„(j(()))},

then p, is in this interval.

(Conditions (v-1) and (v-4) are used to show that the sequence {ru} converges

to 0 as m approaches infinity and that h~1 is continuous. They make the distinction

between those points c0j(i) of X which are or are not limit points of >/(X).)

(v-5)d(pf,ftt_1[JJ(t)])<l/i.

(v-6) For i = l,-",í, the subset of ht-x[X~\ between p, and cr_lj(() is either

disjoint from each At-i[F¡], or else contained in one and only one /i,_i[F¡].

(v-7) For i = l,"^n(m(í)),n(j(l)),"->nO(0)>thepoint /if_1(eí) is not between,

and distinct from, pt and c,_lj(i).

(Conditions (v-6) and (v-7) ensure that the sequence {huix)} is eventually

constant for each x in X, and hence that h exists and is one-one.)

(v-8) For i = l,---,t — l, the point p, is a limit point of L¡ if and only if

>»»-i[Jj(o]cL¡-
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(v-9) For i = l,--,i-l, the half-open interval K¡ is separated from Kt.

(vi) The closure in R of each component of the complement of the Cantor set

is either the closure in R of a component of /i,[X] or else disjoint from

/!,[*].

(Conditions (v-9) and (vi) are used to show that the sequence {hu} is uniformly

convergent, and hence that h is continuous.)

(vii) Specification of the half-open interval L,.

(vü-i)Lfcn{:'o_1Ä~Äf[r|.
(vii-2) The end points of L, are in the Cantor set.

(vii-3) The set of components of the complement of the Cantor set which lie

in L, is either of the same, or reverse, order-type, when ordered by their position,

as the set of those in Kt.

(It will turn out that the end points p, and /it_ Ae„U(t))) ofK, are in the Cantor set.)

(vii-4) The end point of L, in Lt is an inaccessible point of the Cantor set if

Jj(t)=0, and is the end point of a component of the complement of the Cantor

set which lies in L, otherwise.

(vii-5) Length Lt < 1/t.

(vii-6): (a) diLt, ft(_1[/m(()])<l/i.

ib) diLt,ht.XIXJ)>0.
(vii-7) If/i(_ t[X] is not linearly ordered at ftt_1(e„(m(i)))from above (respectively

below), then L, has a minimum (respectively maximum) which is the immediate

successor (respectively predecessor) of /i,-i(eB(m(t))) (with respect to the space

fct-i[X]).
(vii-8) For i = 1,•••,!,either LtczL¡ or else d(L„ L,)>0.

(vii-9) For i = 1, •••, t, we have diL„K¡) > 0.

(vii-10) For i= 1, ---J-l, if ht-x[Jmity] <= L¡, then Lt a L¡.

(This property, intimately tied to the definition of A, in (iv), and to (v-8),

ultimately ensures that h'1 is continuous.)

(viii) A homeomorphism /, of K, onto Lt has been determined so that each

component of the complement of the Cantor set which lies in K, is mapped onto

a component of the complement of the Cantor set which lies in Lt.

(ix) A homeomorphism gt of ht„x\X] into [0,1] has been determined so that:

(ix-1) g, is the identity on ht-.x[X~\ ~ Kt.

(ix-2) gt coincides with/, on /i,_ X[X~\ n K .

(x) ht = gtoht-x.

This completes the statement of il(r).

Part 1-2 of the proof.   We proceed to prove the ten lemmas.

Lemma 3.4. Assume Q(fc) is valid for all k^t. Any point of /j,[X] is in one

and only one of fij-^X] ~ Kt or Lt.

Proof.   Let h,ix) be a point of h,[X]. Now ht = gt o/jt_ t (assertion (x)).
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Suppose first that /i,_i(x) is in ht^x[X~\ ~ Kt. Since gt is the identity on

/i,_x[X] ~ Kt (condition (ix-1)), it follows that h,ix) is in ht„1[X'] ~ Kt.

Suppose next that /i,_i(x) is in ht^x[XJ n Kt. Because/, is a homeomorphism

of Kt onto L, (assertion (viii)) and gt coincides with/, on ht_x[X~\ n Kt (condition

(ix-2)), it follows that A,(x) is in L,.

Consequently /t,(x) is in ht-A~_X~\ ~ Kt or in L,. Therefore, since

diL„ht-x[Xj) > 0 (condition (vii-6)-(b)) this concludes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.5. Assume that for all fc ̂  i, Q(/c) holds. The end point of the

half-open interval L, that belongs to L, is /i,(en(j(())).

Proof. Since /, is a homeomorphism of Kt onto L, (assertion (viii)), /, maps

the end point of Kt in K, onto the end point of L, in L,. Now the end point of Kt

in Kt is At-i(ell0(i))) (assertion (v)) and g, coincides with/, on /^[X] n K,

(condition (ix-2)). Therefore, since ht— gtoht_x, it follows that /i,(e„0(t))) is the

end point of L, that is in Lt.

Lemma 3.6. Assume that £2(/c) holds for all k^t. The point ht_xien{m(t)X) is

inht-x[X]~Kt.

Proof. By assertion (i), m(i) # j(i). It follows that the components ht-x[Jm{t)~]

and Ät-i[J/w] of /!,_![X] are distinct. Therefore At_i(eB(M(í)))-i ct_1>-ÍW

because these points are end points of distinct components, and /i,-i(en(m(,))) is

in Ä,_i[Jm(,)]. Whence it follows from condition (v-7) and the fact that

h,-i (en(mu))) is not in ht-iUj(t)], that /i,_i(eB(m(t))) is not in K,. This concludes

the proof of the lemma.

Lemma  3.7.   If for each k^t, Q(/c) is valid, then /i,-1(en(m(t))) = /i,(e„(m(f))).

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the preceding lemma and assertions

(ix-1) and (x).

Lemma 3.8. Assume Q(fc) is valid for all kf^t. The point h,ie„UW)) is the

immediate predecessor or the immediate successor of htie^m^y) in the space ht[X~\.

Proof. Since X contains no compact, open set, it follows from assertion (ii) that

/i,_:i[X] is not linearly ordered at h^^e^^ from one and only one side.

Therefore, from condition (vii-7) and Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7, the open interval

between /í,(en(m(í))) and htienU(t)^ lies in R ~ L, and in R ~ A(_i[X]. Thus,

because it is a consequence of Lemma 3.4 that At[X] is disjoint from

(Ä ~ L,) O (R ~ ViM),

the proof of the lemma is concluded.

Lemma 3.9. Assume that for all k ;£ i, Q(/c) ¿s valid. For i = 1, •••,& = i,

the following two propositions Pki and Qki hold.
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(1) Pki. Jifc(en(m(¡)))IS the immediate predecessor or the immediate successor of

hkienU(i))) in h¿¿\.

(2) Qk ¡. For   q = i, i + l,---,k, we have

Kien(m(l))) —   hq-lieni.m(i)))

and

hkienu(i))) = hÁe-(m))-

Proof. The proof is by induction on k.

Let s be a positive integer ¿ t such that the lemma is valid for all k < s.

Now PSjS and Qs s hold by Lemmas 3.8 and 3.7. Therefore, since in case s = 1

the proof is complete, we assume that s > 1.

We now show that the lemma is valid for k = s by induction downward on i.

Let v be a positive integer such that Psi and Qsl are valid for v < i g s.

We must show that Psv and Qsv are valid.

We first show that P3tV is valid.

By reasoning similar to the demonstration of Lemma 3.7, we easily see that

K-iie„(m(v))) = ^,(.w)) and hs_Ae„u,v))) = Äs(eBt/(ll))). Therefore, since P#_1>f

is valid, it follows that the open interval U between /is(en(m(„))) and hAen(J(v)))

lies in R ~ h„-llrmX'\. It follows from condition (vii-7) that U also lies in R ~ Ls,

because d(Ls hs-1[X~\)> 0 (condition (vii-6)-(b)) and hs_x[X] is not linearly

ordered at /is_ i(e,l(m(s))) from one and only one side. Therefore we derive from

Lemma 3.4 that AS[X] is disjoint from U. Whence it follows that PStV is valid.

We next show that Qsv is valid.

Now Qs-Xv is valid. So for q = v,v + l,---,s - 1, we have hs-Ae„(m(v)))

■ K-¿.en(m(v))) and K-i(*nU(«yÙ - nqienu(v)))- Since from the above we also have

K-iie«(m<v))) = h Ae„(m<v))) and h^Ae^j^) = hAenlJlv))), it follows that Qsv is true.

Consequently the lemma holds for k = s.

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.10. Assume that il(/e) is valid for all k ^ t. The sets Kt and

^í-i[-Yj ~ K, are separated.

Proof. By assertion (v) the half-open interval K, contains ht^Aen(j(t))) as one

end point and has p, as its other end point. We see from condition (v-2) that p, is

not in ht-1[_X']. Thus because h,-llX'] is not linearly ordered at h,^Aenu(t)))^Tom

one and only one side, it follows from (v-3) that Kt and h^^X] ~ K, are sep-

arated.

Lemma 3.11. Assume that for each k ^ i, £2(fe) holds. Any point of X is a two-

sided ST-Umit point of X if and only if its corresponding image in h,\_X] is a

two-sided 3~-limit point of Ä([X].

Proof. It follows from condition (ix-1) that g, is order-preserving on

^í-ilX] ~ ^t- Moreover, since/, is a homeomorphism of Kt onto L„ it follows
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from condition (ix-2) that gt is order-preserving or order-reversing on

^í-iE-^l ^ K-t- Therefore, utilizing the preceding lemma, it is easily seen that

our desired conclusion is obtained, since d(L„/i,_![X]) > 0.

Lemma 3.12. For all k ^ t, assume that fi(fc) is valid. Let J be a component

ofX.Ifht[J-] $Lt,then:
(1) ft.,[J] and Kt are separated,

(2) g, is the identity on ht-x[J'],

(3)d(/l,[J],L,)>0.

Proof. Since J is a component of X, it follows from Lemma 3.10 that /i, _ j [J]

is contained in one and only one of ht-1[_X'] n K, or ht_x[X~\ ~ Kt. Therefore,

if ft,[J] d: L, then ht-x[J~\ <= ht-x[X~\ ~ K, and g, is the identity on A,_i[J].

Since diL„ ht-x[X~\) > 0, the proof of the lemma is concluded.

Lemma 3.13. Let fí(fc) fte valid for all k ^ t. Let J be a component of X. For

i = l,-,t:

(1) ht[f\ and K¡ are separated, and

(2) if  ht[J~\ 4; L¡, then d(ri,[J], L,) > 0.

Proof. If /i,[J] 4; L¡ for each i, then we derive the conclusion of the lemma

by the preceding lemma.

In the contrary case, select the largest integer v such that h,[f] c L„. Then,

for i = v + 1, v + 2, •••, t, we derive the conclusion of the lemma, as above.

If i ^ i?, then diLv, K¡) > 0 (condition (vii-9)), and it follows from condition

(vii-8) that if ft.,[J] d: L¡, then diLv, L¡) > 0. Whence the conclusion of the lemma

follows.

This completes Part 1-2 of the proof.

Part 1-3 of the proof. Assume that Í2(í) is valid for t ^ u. We will select the

integer X" + 1) and the half-open intervals Ku+X and LB+1 so that Q(u + 1) is

valid.

Set m(u +1) equal to the smallest positive integer different from m(l), •••, m(u),

;(1), - J(«).
We now select the positive integer jiu + 1).

Define Bu+1 and Au+l as in assertion (iv).

If Au+i = 0, define rB+1 as in condition (iv-1). Then;'(" + 1) is simply selected

from £u+1 as in (iv-1).

If Au+1 ^ 0, define ru+x and FB+1 as in (iv-2). Then since Fu+1 is a finite set,

it is easily seen by means of Lemma 3.13-(2) that we can select an integer;'(« + 1)

from Au+l as in (iv-2).

Proof that assertion (v) is valid for t = u + 1. Observe that hu[Jk] is that

component of /i„[X] containing huie„m) as an end point. Denote the other end

point of ÄU[JJ by c k.
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We proceed to select Ku+X.

Now X contains no compact, open set. Therefore it follows from assertion

(ii) that hu\X~\ is not linearly ordered at hAe„(J(tt+X))) from one and only one side. In

addition it is easily verified that each neighborhood of cuJ(u+X) contains a point

of hu\X]~ ~ hu\_X~\. Whence we can select p„+1 so that it satisfies properties

(v-l),-,(v-5).

Consider property (v-6).

Suppose first that for t = l,---,u + 1, the sets fc„[F,] and ha[JJlu+1)~\ are

separated. Then we also select pB+1 so that for/= l,---,u + l,nopointof/i„[F,]is

between pu+x and cuJ(u+x).

Suppose next that for some t, t = l,---,u + 1, the sets /i„[F,] and ri„[/,-(ll+1)]

are not separated. Then it follows from the definition of F, that there is a neigh-

borhood of c0ii(u+d meeting X only in points of F, and Jj(u+Xy Whence there is a

neighborhood of /iu(c0>y(„+1)) = cuj(u+x) meeting hu[X] solely in points of hu[V,']

and hu[JJ(u+X)~]. So in this case we also select pu+1 so that the subset of hu\X\

between cuJ(u+l) and pu+1 is contained in /iu[F,].

Consequently we can select p„+ x so that it satisfies properties (v-1), -",(v-6).

Since property (v-7) refers to a finite point set, it follows that we can select

p„+1 so that it satisfies properties (v-1),••-,(v-7).

Consider properties (v-8) and (v-9).

If hu[Jjiu+l{] <= L, for some t, t = 1,•••,«, it is easily seen from Lemmas 3.5

and 3.9-(2) that if cuj(u+x) is an end point of L„ then it is the end point of the

open end of Lt. Therefore it follows from Lemma 3.13 that we can select pu+ x so

that it also satisfies these last two conditions.

Thus we select Ku+X satisfying the required properties.

Proof that assertion (vii) is valid for t — u + I. By assertion (ii),

KVQ <= [0,1]. Therefore, since pu+ x is in h„[xy ~ hu[X] and ft„(eB(j(ll+x))) is the

end point of a component of hu[X~\, it follows from assertion (vi) that these end

points of Ku+X are in the Cantor set. Consequently the set of components of the

complement of the Cantor set which lie in Ku+1 is one of the following order-

types, when ordered by their position : I,n, 1 + n,n + 1, or 1 + n + I.

Suppose first that for t = 1, •••,«, the point /iu(eB(m(u+X))) is not in L,. Then from

Lemma 3.12-(2) we derive that ht is the identity on e„(m(u+ lM for each t.

Because X contains no compact, open set, it follows that e„(m(u+X)) is the end

point of a unique component C in R ~ X which is a half-open interval. Therefore

it follows from the embedding of X and Lemma 3.3 that either eB(m(H+1)) is an

inaccessible point of the Cantor set or else the interior in R of Jm(u+X) is a com-

ponent of the complement of the Cantor set. The other end point of C, being in

X~ ~ X, is in the Cantor set. Consequently the set of components of the comple-

ment of the Cantor set which lie in C is one of the following order-types, when

ordered by their position: n, 1 + rj, or n + 1 (the last two order-types imply that

en(m(u+x)) is the sup C or inf C, respectively).
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We now show that C c H'-o & ~ *iW-
Let s be a positive integer such that C c H¡=ó -^ ~ ^[X-] for í < s ^ w.

From the above, hs_x is the identity on en(m(u+i)). Moreover /i5-i(e„(m(s))) and

hs-iie„(m(u+i))) are distinct points of nihs-x[X~\). Therefore from condition

(vii-7) and the definition of C, it follows that C cz R ~ Ls, because

C c R ~ /ij.^X]. Whence from Lemma 3.4 we conclude that C c R ~ /zs[X].

It follows that C c ni=ö^ ~ ^¡[X].
We proceed to select LB+1 in C.

Since X contains no compact, open set, hu[X~\ is not linearly ordered at

K(en(m+i))) fr°m one and only one side.

By selection, m(u + 1) ^ jiu + 1), and we have selected Ku+1. It follows

that the proofs of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.10 hold for t = u + 1. Therefore

dih(en(m(u+1))), Ku+X)>0.

By supposition, /i„(en(m(u+1))) is not in L„ for t = l,---,u. Therefore it follows

from Lemma 3.13 that d(ft„(en(m(u+1))),Ki)>0andd(/iu(eB(m(u+1))),L,)>0for each i.

It is now easily verified from the above that, for this case, C contains an interval

Lu+1 satisfying the required ten properties.

In the contrary case, select the largest integer v _ u such that /iu(e„(m(H+1})) is in

L„. Then by an argument similar to the above it follows from the definition of v

that /i„(en(m(„+1))) = ft((e„(m(u+1))) for t = v,v + 1, ••-,«.

It follows from Lemma 3.5 that Kien(m(u+X))) is in L°. Therefore, because X

contains no compact, open set, ftl,(e„(m(u+1})) is the end point of a unique component

Cin L„nR~ ^[X] which is a half-open interval. Consequently we conclude

from assertion (vi) and Lemma 3.3 that either /i„(en(m(u+1))) is an inaccessible

point of the Cantor set or else the interior in R of hv[Jmiu+x^\ is a component of

the complement of the Cantor set. The other end point of C, being in

hv[X~\~ ~ nv\X]> is iQ tne Cantor set. Whence the set of components of the

complement of the Cantor set which lie in C is of order-type rj, 1 + n, or n + 1,

when ordered by their position.

An argument similar to the above shows that C c(||="K ~ ft.,[X]. Whence,

since C cz Lv and

L„d'f|    R~h,{X-]
<=o

(condition vii-1), it follows that

cJnR-hin
i=0

We proceed to select Lu+1 in C.

As above, /i„[X] is not linearly ordered at /iu(e„(m(jJ+1))) from one and only one

side, and d(ftu(e„(m(u+1))), Ku+X) > 0. Also, as above, d(ftu(en(m(u+1))),iC,) > 0 and

dihuien(m(u+x))),L,)>0fort = v + l,v + 2,---,u.    .
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Moreover it follows from Lemma 3.13-(1) that í/(ft„(eB(m(u+1))),K,)> 0 for

í = 1, •■•,». Finally, Lv c L, or rf(L0,L() > 0 for t ^ v (condition (vii-8)).

It is now easily verified from the above that C contains an interval Lu+X satisfying

the required ten properties.

Thus we select Lu+1 satisfying the required properties.

Assertion (iii)) is now valid for t = u + 1, because Ku+X and Lu+X are selected.

The homeomorphism/„+1 of Ku+X onto L„+1 is defined by a technique similar

to the one prefixed by 3.2 in the embedding lemma. Hence assertion (viii).

By assertion (ii), hu[X] <= [0,1]. By construction, L„+1 <= [0,1] (see condition

(vii-2)).

Define the following function gu+ x on hu[X~\ into [0,1] :

(1) gu+x is the identity on /i„[X] ~ Ku+X.

(2) gu+x coincides with/u+1 on 7i„[X] r\Ku+x.

Because Ku+X and L„+1 have been selected, it follows that the proof of

Lemma 3.10 holds for t = u + 1, and d(L„+1,/i„[Z]) > 0. Therefore the domains

(respectively, ranges) of gu+x corresponding to (1) and (2) above are separated.

It follows that gu+x is a homeomorphism.

Setting hu+x = gu+x ohu, (x) is valid for t = u + 1.

Proof that assertion (ii) is valid for t = u + 1. Since all assertions other than

(ii) and (vi) hold for t = u + 1, it follows that the proof of Lemma 3.8 holds

for t = u + 1. Whence, because X contains no compact, open set, hu+x\_X~\ is

linearly ordered at hu+xie„(„(u+x))) and hu+xien(j(u+X))). Therefore, because p„+1 is

in hTXY~ ~ hu[X~\, it is easily verified by Lemma 2.5 that for all other hu+x{x)

in hu+x [X], hu+x(x) is in nihu+x [XJ) if and only if h Ax) is in niKlXj).

It follows that assertion (ii) is valid for t = u + 1.

Proof that assertion (vi) is valid for t = u + I. Let C be a component of X.

Suppose first that C consists of a point x. It follows from assertion (vi) and

Lemma 3.3 that Ji„(x) is an inaccessible point of the Cantor set. Therefore, in case

h„(x) is in hu{X~\ ~Ku+X, then, since fcu+1(x) = Ä„(x), /iu+1(x) is an inaccessible

point of the Cantor set. In the contrary case, recall that the end points of Ku+X

and of Lu+X lie in the Cantor set, and the set of components of the complement

of the Cantor set in L„+x is either of the same, or reverse, order-type as the set of

those in Ku+X. It therefore follows from conditions (vii-4), (viii) and (ix-2) that

hu+lix) is an inaccessible point of the Cantor set.

Suppose next that C is an interval. Then because /¡„[.Xl ~.KU+1 and

/i„[X] n Ku+X are separated, an argument similar to the above yields that the

interior in R of hu+x [C] is a component of the complement of the Cantor set.

It follows from Lemma 3.3 that assertion (vi) is valid for r = « + 1.

This completes part I of the proof. Namely for all w, integers m(u) and j(u) and

half-open intervals Ku and L„ have been selected so that assertions (i) through

(x) are satisfied.

Part II-l of the proof.   We proceed to prove several lemmas.
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Lemma  3.14. The sets AB[7m(B+1)], u = 0,1, •••, are disjoint.

Proof. Let s < v be non-negative integers.

Suppose that hs[Jm(s+X)~] ¥=hv[Jm(s+x)~]. Select the largest integer w<v such

thatAw[Jm(,+ 1)] ^ AJjm(s+1)]. It follows that A rjm(s+1)] = Aw+1[Jm(J+1)]<=Lw+1.

Now Lw+1 cP)j~of?~ A;[X]. So in particular hv[Jm(s+x)~] <=.K~ As[X].Butnow,

since it follows from Lemma 3.9-(2) that A„(en(m(s+1))) = As(eB(m(s+1))), we have

a contradiction. Therefore hs[Jm(s+X)~] = hv[Jm(s+X)~].

It follows that A s[Jm(s+1)] n ÄTJmti+i)] =0.

Lemma  3.15. TAe sequence {ru} converges to 0 as u approaches infinity.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there is an e > 0 and a subsequence {rum + 1}

such that ru(k)+x>E for fe=l,2, —. Whence the sequence {huik)[Jm(ttik)+X)~]},

being a bounded, infinite and (by the preceding lemma) disjoint collection, contains

a subsequence which converges to a point x in [0,1]. Therefore by a change of

notation we may without loss of generality assume that the sequence

{K(k)Um(u(k)+i)]} converges to x as k approaches infinity. Thus there is a fixed

integer k such that l/u(fe) < e and hu(k+s)[Jm(u(k+s)+X)'] is contained in the e/2

neighborhood of x for s = 0,1, •••.

Suppose first that hm[Jmlu0c+,)+1)'] = huik+,)[Jm(uVli.s)+i)~] for s = 0,1, — .

Then (since our collection is infinite) we select a pair of non-negative integers

p<q such that for i = l,--,u(fc),wehave A„w[Jm(„(k+p)+1)] is in L¡if and only if

"«(&)[•'m(u(* + g)+l)J 1S m L¡.

Now suppose that hu(k+p)[JmWk+q)+X)']^ hu(k+q)[Jm(u(k+q)+x)']. Select the

largest integer v<uik + q) such that hv[Jm(u(k+q)+1)~] ̂  AB(fc+î)[Jm(u(t+ï)+1)]. It

follows that hu(k+q)[Jm(u(k+q)+X)'] <= Lv+X. Now Le+, cflj=o^ ~ hj[X]. So in

particular hu(k+q)[Jm(uik+q)+X)~] c K ~ AuW[X]. But, since AB(k+i)[Jm(B(fc+î)+1)]

= ABW[Jm(B()H.g)+i)], we now have a contradiction.

It follows that AB(fc+p)[Jm(U(k+q)+1J = A„(|t)[ Jm(B(fc+,}+x )].

Now for i = u(fc) + 1, u(fc) + 2, —,tt(fc + p), we have L¡ c fb-o*' K ~ fylXl-
So in particular L¡ <= I? ~ AbW[X] for each such i.

Consequently it follows from the above that A„(M.(,)[Jm(B(k+p)+1)] is in L¡ if and

only   if  AB(lt+p)[Jm(o(k+,)+1)]   is   in    L¡,   for    i = 1, 2, ■•• , u(/c + p)   (since

A«(*+rtDW+p)+i)] = V*)[J»(«(ik+p)+i)])-   Whence   »»(«(* + «) + !)   is   i"
y4B(k+p)+!. It follows that in this case ru(k+p) + x<E, which is a contradiction.

In the contrary case, select a non-negative integer p such that hu(k)[Jm(u{k+p)+1)]

9e Au()t+p)[jm(B()i+p)+i)J.

Choose the largest integer v < u(k + p) such that

^o[^m(u(t + P)+l)] ^ nu(k + p)\.Jm(,u(k + p)+l)]-

(Recall that for each u,u = 0,1, •••, there are precisely two points A„(en(m(B+1)))

and AB(e„0(B+1))) such that AB[X] is not linearly ordered at these points, whereas

A„+i[X] is linearly ordered at AB+1(e„(m{B+1))) and at AB+1(e„0(u+1))). Moreover
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for any point distinct from the above-named points, /iu+i[X] is linearly ordered

at hu+Ax) if and only if hu[X] is linearly ordered at h Ax). Furthermore, it follows

from conditions (v-1) and (v-4) on the point pB+1 that the transformation gu+x

moves either precisely one point at which hu[X~\ is not linearly ordered, namely

the point ftu(eB0(li+1))) in hu\_JJiu+x)"\, or else infinitely many points at which

hu[X~\ is not linearly ordered.)

It follows that gtt+ x moves infinitely many points at which hv\_X~\ is not linearly

ordered. Therefore the end point cvJ(v+X) = fc„(c0)j(l)+1)) in hv[JJ(v+X)~] is a limit

point of points (in A„[2f]) at which hv[X~\ is not linearly ordered. Whence we

conclude that the end point hu(k+PAc0 j(v+X))in huik+p){Jj(v+1)'] is a limit point of

corresponding points (in hulk+p)[X~\) at which huik+p)[X~] is not linearly ordered.

As in the proof of Lemma 3.14 we see that hv+1{Jj(u+lx'] = K(k+P)[Jj(v+i)]- It

follows that K(k+p)lJJ(v+X)'] c Lv+X.

By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.9-(2), the end point of Lv+X in Lv+X is hv+Aenu<v+i)))

=sft«(*+p)(e»ü(»+i)))- rt allows that hu(k+p)ic0Jiv+X)) is either an interior point

of L„+1 or equals hu(k+p)(enUiv+1))).

It follows from Lemmas 3.6 and 3.9-(2) that huik+p)ienim^v+X))) is not in L„+1.

By Lemma 3.9-(l), hu(k+p)ie„U(v+X))) is the immediate predecessor or the immediate

successor of httik+p)ie„(m(v+x))) with respect to the space hu(k+p)[X~\.

As in the previous case, we have Li<=.R~hv+x[X~\ for i = v + 2,v + 3,---,uik+p).

Also, hu(k+p)\_Jm(Mk+p)+X)'] = hv+x[Jm(u(k+p)+x)'] and is contained in L„+1.

It follows from the above that K(k+p)[Jm(u(k+p)+x)~\ is in L¡ if and only if

K{k+p)\Jj(v+i)\ is m L¡, for i = 1,2, ---,uik + p). Moreover, for each such i,

it follows from Lemma 3.13-(2) that if hu^k+p)ic0tj(v+x)) is not in L¡, then

diK(k+p)icQ,jtv+i))^i) > 0- Therefore we also conclude from the above that there

is an arbitrarily large integer j in Au{k+P)+X.

We now have hu(k+p)[JJ'] and h,k+p)l_Jn(u(k+p)+1)~\ are contained in L„+1, and

length L„+1 < l/(t) +1) < l/u(fe) < e. Whence again ru(k+p)+x < e, which is

impossible.

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.16. As u approaches infinity, diKu+x,Lu+x) converges to 0.

Proof. From the preceding lemma it follows that as u approaches infinity

diK[Jj(U+1)]. K[Jm(u+1)]) and hence, diKu+x,hu[Jm(u+ X)J), converges to 0.

It is clear that iZ(/i„[Jm(u+1)],Lu+1) converges to 0, and it follows from Lemma

3.14 that length hJ[Jm(u+1}] converges to 0, as u approaches infinity.

The conclusion of the lemma follows.

This completes part II-1 of the proof.

Part II-2 of the proof. We will show that the pointwise limit, lim„ftu = h,

exists and is a continuous function of X into [0,1].

Recall that for u = 0, l,--, the end points of Ku+X and of LB+1 are in the

Cantor set.
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(We make the following observation : Let the components of the complement

of the Cantor set be ordered according to their position. Then if a component C

of the complement of the Cantor set has length 1/3", it follows that there are two

other components of the complement of the Cantor set, one above C and one

below C, each of which is at a distance 1/3" from C and each of which has length

> 1/3".)
Let e > 0 be given.

Choose a natural number v such that 1/3" < e. Then there is an integer A/„such

that u^NB implies d(KB+1,LB+1) < 1/3", length Lu+x<l/3" and length

Ku+X <l/3" (the {Ku+l} is a bounded, disjoint, infinite collection). Therefore,

utilizing the above observation, it is easily verified that for u ̂  Nv, d(AB,A) ^ 1/3" < e.

It follows that the sequence of homeomorphisms {AB} of X into [0,1] is

uniformly convergent. Whence A exists and is a continuous function of X into

[0,1].
Part II-3 of the proof.   We will show that A is one-one on X into [0,1 ].

Lemma 3.17. If for some non-negative integer w, the point x is in Jm(W+X),

then Aw(x) = A„(x)/or u = w,w + 1,---.

Proof. Suppose the contrary.

Select the least integer v > w such that Aw(x) # A„(x). It follows that

A„[Jm(w+i)] c L„ c fl/rS*1* ~ hlxl Whence Ac[Jm(w+1)] a R ~ AW[X], con-

tradicting the result A„(e„(m(w+1))) = Aw(e„(m(w+1))) of Lemma 3.9-(2).

Lemma 3.18. If for some non-negative integer w, the point x is in Jj(w+X), then

Aw+i00 = AB(x)/or u = w + l,w + 2, •••.

The proof is similar to the preceding proof.

(Recall that {ek} is an enumeration of f/(XV" O X, and that e„ik) is the fcth

point of rjiX) in this enumeration.)

Lemma 3.19. If for some positive integer r, the point er is not in \^)kJk, and

w  is  the least  integer such  that  r < nimiw + 1)),  íAen  Aw(er) = A„(er) for

u = W,W + 1,-" .

Proof. It is easily seen that if the conclusion were false, this would contradict

condition (v-7).

(Recall that Gk is a maximal open interval in R ~ [ [Jk Jt] " and that

Vk = Gkn x.)

Lemma 3.20. Suppose that for some positive integer w, the point x is in Vw.

(1) 7/ Vw is separated from Jj(B+1)/or eacA non-negative integer u, then

hwix) = AB(x)/or u = w — 1, w, •••.

(2) In the contrary case, since at most two non-negative integers v t% r exist

such that Vw is not separated from JJ(D+ x) and Jj(r+X , we have :
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(a) If wSr+ 1, then /ir+1(x) = /iB(x)/or u = r + 1, r+ 2,---.

(b) If w>r + 1, rfeen Äw_i(x)«= hAx)for u = w- l,w,---.

Proof of (1). Foru =0,1, —,/j„[Fw] and ÄB[Jri(B+1)] are separated. Therefore,

since X contains no compact, open set, it is easily seen that the conclusion of the

lemma follows from condition (v-6).

The proof of (2) is similarly easily obtained.

It follows from Lemmas 3.17-3.20 that the sequence {/iB(x)} is eventually

constant for each x in X. Therefore h is one-one on X into [0,1 ].

This concludes part II-3 of the proof.

Part II-4 of the proof. We will show that h~l is continuous on h[X~\ onto X.

Let A(x) be a point of h\_X~¡. It follows from the above that there is a least

integer v such that /i(x) = /i„+s(x) for s = 0,1, •■•.

Suppose that h~l is not continuous at ri(x). It follows that there is a sequence

{hixk)} in h[X] and a è > 0 such that {Kxk)} converges to /i(x), whereas

dihAxk), hAx))^5 for k = 1,2,-.
Now Lv+Sc P|j-0c+s_1R~/i7[X] and so L„+Ici~ii,[v] for s = 1,2,- .

Therefore fc„(x) is not in L„+s for s = 1,2,—. Whence from Lemma 3.13-Í2) it

follows that d(L„+s,/i(x)) > 0 for s = 1,2,— (since 7i(x) = ft„+s(x)).

But the sequence {hu} converges uniformly to h. It follows that there is a (finite

or infinite) sequence v = u(0) < u(l) < ••• < uir) < ■--, such that for each positive

and integral value of r we have hu{r) is the first transformation for which

hU(r- iAxr,k) 7e K(r)ixr,k) f°r each point xrA of a subsequence {xrk} of the sequence

{xr-i,k} (where {x0tk} is the sequence {xk}). Whence it follows that for each such

r, the point hu^Axk) is in L„(r) for infinitely many k. Therefore, since

d(L„+s,/i(x)) > 0 for s = 1,2,—, the sequence u(0) < u(l) < ••• < uir) < —, is

infinite because the sequence {hixk)} converges to /i(x) and the sequence {/j„}

converges uniformly to h. So d(L„(r),/i(x)) converges to 0 as r approaches in-

finity.

Suppose first that fcB{r)_¿J^r»] «= L„(r_„for r = 2,3, •••. Then Lu(r) cLu(r_X)

(condition (vii-10)) for r = 2,3, ••■. But d(LB(1),ft(x)) > 0. This contradicts our

assumption that the sequence {hixk)} converges to /i(x).

In the contrary case, let r be the first natural number k 2 such that

hu(r)- i[im(u(r))] £ L„(r_ xy Then as in the proof of Lemma 3.15 it is easily verified

that because of condition (v-8), h„(r)-1[Jm(a(r))'] d: U/ri"(,)~1L¡, since hu(r)

moves a point of Lu(r_ t). Therefore it readily follows that

¡=«(r)-l

*.(r)-l[Jf] C U      L¡
¡ = 1

for t > m(u(r)) and í ^ j(l), j(2),---,jiuir) — 1), because /iB(r) moves a point of

£,(,_!). Thus /!„(,.+i)-![/„(„(,+!))] <=LB(r) since /iB(r+1) moves a point of Lu(P).

Whence   LB(r+1)cLB(r).   Similarly   Lu(r+1+s)cLa(r+s)   for   s = l,2,-.    But
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d(LB(r),A(x))>0. This contradicts our assumption that the sequence {A(x*)}

converges to A(x).

It follows that the sequence {x,J converges to x. Therefore A ~1 is continuous

on A[X] onto X.

Since it follows from parts II-2, II-3 and the above that A is a homeomorphism

of X into [0,1], this concludes part II of the proof.

Part III of the proof. We will show that rç(A[X])=0.

Lemma 3.21. If for some positive integer w the point x of Vw is a two-sided

¡T-limit point of Vw, then A(x) is a two-sided 3~-limit point of A[X].

Proof. From the definition of Vw, the point x is in the open interval Gw disjoint

from X ~ Vw. Therefore we conclude from Lemma 3.11 that AB(x) is a two-sided

^"-limit point solely of A„[FW] for u = 0,1,--. Whence the conclusion of the

lemma follows from Lemma 3.20.

Lemmaj 3.22. If for some positive integers w and r, the point x is in

(F~~ Vw) nJr and Jr is an interval, then A(x) is a two-sided ¿T-limit point

o/A[X].

Proof. Obvious.

Lemma 3.23. If for some positive integer r, the point x of Jr is not an end point

of Jr, then A(x) is a two-sided ¿F-limit point of A[X].

Proof. Obvious.

Lemma 3.24. If for some positive integer r, the point x is in (rç(X)~ ~ rjiX)) nJ,

and Jr is an interval, then A(x) is a two-sided J~-limit point of A[X].

Proof. Obvious.

Lemma 3.25. // for some positive integer w, the point x of X is in

iniX) ~ ~ »/(X)) n iV~ ~ Vw), then A(x) is a two-sided 3~-limit point o/A[X].

Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.11 that AB(r) is a two-sided ^"-limit point of

AB[X] for w = 0,l,--. Whence it is easily seen from the definition of gB for

u = 1,2, •••, that AB(x) is a ^"-limit point solely of A„[FW] on one side of AB(x) and

is a ^"-limit point of rç(AB[X]) on the other side of A„(x). Therefore, since it follows

from Lemmas 3.19 and 3.20 that A(x) has the analogous property with respect

to A[FW] and A[rç(X)], this concludes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.26. J/ iAe point x of X is a two-sided 3'-limit point of /j(X), iAen

A(x) is a two-sided $~-limit point of A[X].

Proof. Suppose the contrary.

It follows from Lemma 3.11 that AB(x) is a two-sided ^-limit point of A„[X]

for m =0,1,--. Whence it is easily seen from the definition of gBfor u = 1,2, •••,

that A„(x) is a two-sided ^"-limit point of rç(AB[X]).
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Let v be the least integer such that A(x) = A„+S(x) for s = 0,1, •••. Then as in

partII-4, d(L„+s,A(x)) > Ofor s = 1,2, •■■. Moreover for u = 1,2, ---,v, by Lemma

3.13-(2), if A(x) is not in L„, then d(LB,A(x)) > 0. Therefore, since A„(x) is a two-

sided J"-limit point of ft„[X], either A(x) is in the interior of L¡ for some largest

integer i ^ v, or else d(A(x),L„) > 0 for u = 1,2,—.

It follows that for some integer w ^ v, we selected jiw + 1) from Aw+i so that

Aw[Jy(w+1)] and AW+1[JJ(W+1)] are on opposite sides of the point Aw(x) of Fw+1.

This is impossible.

Therefore, since A(x) is a two-sided ^"-limit point of A[rç(X)], this concludes

the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 3.27. For « = 1,2,•••, iAe point A(e„0(B))) is the immediate prede-

cessor or the immediate successor of A(e„(m(B))).

The conclusion follows from Lemma 3.9, 3.17 and 3.18.

Lemma 3.28. If the point x of X has an immediate predecessor or an

immediate successor y in X, then A(x) is the immediate predecessor or the im-

mediate successor of hiy).

Proof. For each non-negative integer u, the end point pB+1 of XB+1 is in

AU[X]~ ~ AB[X]. Therefore for u = 0,1, •■•, it follows from the definition of

gB+1 that AB(x) is in Ku+l if and only if AB(y) is in Ku+1, and that Au(x) is the

immediate predecessor or the immediate successor of AB(>>).

Since the sequences {Au(x)} and {AB(v)} are eventually constant, the conclusion

of the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.29. If x is the minimum irespectively, maximum) of X, then A(x)

is the minimum irespectively, maximum) of A[X].

Proof. Since it follows from the choice of the end points of Ku+1 and LB+1 for

m = 0,1, • ■ •, that A„(x) is never in Ku+X and that Lu+1is always above (respectively,

below) AB(x), the conclusion of the lemma is easily obtained.

Lemma 3.30. rç(A[X])=0.

Proof. Suppose first that x is a two-sided ^"-limit point of X.

If x is not a ^-limit point of */(X), then it follows from Lemmas 3.21, 3.22 and

3.23 that A[X] is linearly ordered at A(x).

If x is a ^"-limit point of f/(X), then it follows from Lemmas 3.24, 3.25 and

3.26 that A[X] is linearly ordered at A(x).

Suppose next that x is a one-sided ^"-limit point of X.

Since X contains no compact, open set, it follows from Lemmas 3.27,3.28 and

3.29 that A[X] is linearly ordered at A(x).

The limit space A[X] is a linearly ordered space.

This concludes the proof of the main theorem.
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Remark 3.31. The homeomorphism h of X into [0,1] has the following

properties.

(1) fc[X] is a linearly ordered space.

(2) For each x in X, the point x is a two-sided ^"-limit point of X if and only if

/i(x) is a two-sided ^"-limit point of /i[2f].

(3) Any point of Jm(1) is a fixed point of h.

(4) Since the sequence {Jiu(x)} is eventually constant for each x in X, each

component of h\X~\ either consists of an inaccessible point of the Cantor set,

or else its interior in R is a component of the complement of the Cantor set.

Remark 3.32. The homeomorphism hoz of X into [0,1] retains all the

preceding properties of h except property (3).

Corollary 3.33. // X contains no compact, open set and it has only countably

many components, then X is linearly orderable.

Corollary 3.34. // X contains no isolated interval closed in R and its com-

ponents are intervals, then X is linearly orderable.

Corollary 3.35. 1/ X is a union of open or half-open intervals, then X is

linearly orderable.

Example. 3.36. Let X3 = X2 U [1,2), where X2 is the space of Example 1.10.

Let y be the maximum of a compact subset Y of X3. Then y ¥=2. Thus y is a

limit point of points of X3 above y. Consequently Y is not open in X3. Whence X3

contains no compact, open set.

Thus X3 is not zero-dimensional and contains no compact, open set. But

niX3)~ r\X3 is uncountable. However it is easily verified, by the technique

used in I. L. Lynn [2], that X3 is linearly orderable.

Conjecture 3.37. If a subset X of R contains no compact, open set, then X is

linearly orderable.
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